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Some say nothing happens fast in Yorkshire. We say some
things can’t be rushed. Defined has been twenty years in
the making, and then some. Driven by a passion that
started even before Twisted did. Then, in 2001, began our
steadfast dedication to perfecting the iconic Defender®.
Taking as long as it takes to envision and enhance, to
revise and refine, to create the exceptional.
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EVERY DETAIL COUNTS

Decades of experience. Years of development. Hours of meticulous craftsmanship.
Our experienced team is dedicated to every Twisted Defender that honours our workshop.
Stripped to its bones. Rebuilt by expert hands. Refined and ready for action.

ORIGINAL THINKING

Every Twisted Defender is made with the same intention as the very first: to make the very best
Defender there can be. Every inch is pored over. Every element considered. No unnecessary
adornments. No flashy gimmicks. Just exceptional craftsmanship from those dedicated to this
iconic vehicle, true to founder Charles’ original vision. Twisted is quite simply everything that
makes a Defender, made better.

BADGED WITH HONOUR

Each Twisted is a source of pride. So only Twisted Defender built in our workshop
carry our revered plaque. Behind every badge lies craftsmanship and expertise, respect for
the original and the honour of evolving it.

MADE YOUR WAY

Examined. Reviewed. Challenged. Enhanced. Defined. This is the culmination of decades of
experience and lifelong passion for the iconic Defender. Every element, every detail, every inch,
perfected. Made to honour the original, ready to take on tomorrow, the T90, T110 or T130 is
rebuilt around you. Only then is your Defender, Defined.

INTELLIGENTLY
BUILT AROUND YOU
You make us what we are. Your lifestyle. Your journeys. Your desires. Once we know your needs,
you get the Twisted Defender, Defined to meet them. Engineered to enhance. Designed to thrill.
From the very first bolt, then rebuilt piece by phenomenal piece. With you forever at its heart.

IMAGINATION, REALISED
Ideas are only crazy until they exist. Our dream
is bringing yours to life. From the engine to the
interior, Twisted pushes limits and breaks
boundaries. Unique. Personalised. Enhanced.
Your vision is ours.

YOUR
ADVENTURE
BEGINS
Decades of experience. Years of development. Hours of
meticulous craftsmanship. Our team is dedicated to every
Defender that honours our workshop. Bring your own or let
us source it for you. It’ll be stripped to its bones, then rebuilt
piece by piece. Ready for whatever adventure awaits.

T90
Adventurous. Functional. Iconic. The short wheelbase Twisted,
made to go wherever you want it to. Choose hard or soft top, pick-up
or station wagon. It’s built for you.

T110
Rugged. Practical. Classic. Station wagon or utility,
5-seats or 7-seats, either way it makes a supreme family
vehicle. Re-engineer it to meet your demands and it’ll do
whatever you need it to, and then some.

DEFINED

T130
The legend. The icon. The workhorse. The Twisted 130 is the
ultimate utilitarian vehicle. With a load space to carry anything
you need, it’s ready to handle whatever you can throw at it.

MAKE IT YOURS

DEFINED

Every Twisted Defined journey starts with you. Where will yours begin?
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